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1. Introduction
MCAnalysis-HUB is a Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) tool to perform process design,
environmental and economic assessments under process and economic uncertainties via
automatized Monte Carlo analysis based on process simulations.

The current version of MCAnalysis-HUB supports process simulations developed in Aspen
HYSYS from AspenTech.

2. Scope of Document
This document describes the usage and of MCAnalysis-HUB version 1.0.0.

3. Abbreviations
API – Application Programming Interface
CAE – Computer-Aided Engineering
CAPEX – Capital Expenditures
CAS – Chemical Abstracts Service
CDF – Cumulative Distribution Function
GUI – Graphical User Interface
OPEX – Operational Expenditures
PDF – Probabilistic Distribution Function
VB.net – Visual Basic.NET
WAR – Waste Reduction
XML –  eXtensible Markup Language

4. MCAnalysis-HUB Architecture Overview
In order to handle complex models, research has focused on developing computational tools for
data exchange and interoperability among software This is the outline of CAE tool MCAnalysis-
HUB, designed in a modular architecture for dissociating technology models from analysis
modules, since this type of arrangement enables assemblage of different software in a
superstructure (HUB) for subsequent larger and more complete analysis (Laurence and
Maréchal, 2012). MCAnalysis-HUB is developed in Visual Basic.NET (VB.net) framework due to
its good operability with the Application Programming Interface (API) of process simulator Aspen
HYSYS.

MCAnalysis-HUB automatically executes MC analysis on complex process flowsheets by
integrating the following steps via eXtensible Markup Language (XML), known as key language
to exchange multiple varieties of data in the web and in applications: (i) generation of normal
random samples of process input variables with uncertainties using Eq. (21); (ii) management of
HYSYS to provide samples of process output variables to the samples of process input
variables; (iii) assessment of environmental performance to the samples of process input
variables  with Waste Reduction (WAR) algorithm; (iv) assessment of environmental
performance to the samples of process input variables combined with samples of economic
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input variables also generated via step (i); and (v) processing and handling of MC results
statistically and graphically with MATLAB.

The modular architecture of MCAnalysis-HUB (Figure 1) starts with module “Generate Batch
Data”, which: (i) processes a configurable XML file (Simulation Configuration XML) containing
definition of the MCM non-deterministic independent input variables, their respective  PDFs and
their identification within HYSYS; (ii) randomly generates samples of the inputs (uncertainties);
(iii) graphically processes input samples in MATLAB, generating histograms and PDFs; and (iv)
executes HYSYS simulation of process flowsheet in batch mode for each sample of input
variables, storing the relevant attributes for MC analysis (process output variables), listed in a
configuration XML file (Attributes XML), in an output XML file (HYSYS output XML).

For assessing environmental performance, HYSYS Output XML is processed by module
“Environmental Indicators” together with a configurable XML (WAR Configuration XML),
extracted from HYSYS, containing a list of components, input and output streams (process and
energy) data, where process output streams are classified by the user as product or outlet
waste. This module uses WAR algorithm data to generate an XML file (WAR output) containing
statistics PEIs responses to process input variables in MC sampling.

Assessment of economic performance starts with equipment sizing in module “Economic
Analysis”, which (i) processes a configurable XML file (Equip. Sizing Configuration XML),
extracted from HYSYS, containing equipment data from base-case; and (ii) executes equipment
sizing and generates an output XML file with results (Equipment Sizing Output XML). No
process input variables with uncertainties are considered at this stage. Next step (iv) uses this
output XML file together with two configurable XML files (CAPEX Configuration XML and
CAPEX Uncertainties XML) for (v) calculating CAPEX considering uncertainties (CAPEX XML).
Last step of this module is (vi) to calculate OPEX and economic indicators and store results in
an XML file (Economic Analysis Output XML) by (iv) processing CAPEX XML file and two
configurable XML files (OPEX & Economic Indicator Configuration XML and Economic
Uncertainties XML). This step considers economic input variables with uncertainties on raw
material, products, energy, and waste treatment prices to cover market fluctuations. Carbon tax
is also considered as a pertinent economic variable with high level of uncerntainty, as
discussions on how to best predict such costs are a global topic. The same engine for handling
input variables with uncertainties used in module “Generate Batch Data” (steps ii and iii) is also
used in this module.

Finally, module “MCM Analysis – Monte Carlo Analysis” performs MC analysis itself, and this
single module covers process design, environmental and economic assessments. Such setup is
feasible due to the interoperability architecture of MCAnalysis-HUB; as output files from all the
three modules are produced with the same node structure.  This module (i) processes the output
XML file containing the batch process response data (process design, environmental or
economic results) with a configurable XML (MCM Configuration XML) containing the output
variables relevant for MC analysis as well as their maximum/minimum specifications; and (ii)
generates graphical Monte Carlo analysis in MATLAB as simple/cumulative frequency
histograms, PDF and CDF curves and percentage of specification-attainement achieved by
sampled cases.
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Figure 1. MCAnalysis-HUB modular architecture.
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5. MCAnalysis-HUB Initialization
MCAnalysis-HUB starts with language settings (Figure 2). Language selection defines the
language of MCAnalysis-HUB graphical user interface (GUI) and of output graphical files in
MATLAB. The following languages are available:

· English;
· Portuguese.

Figure 2. MCAnalysis-HUB – Selection of language GUI.

Next step is selection of the desired module of MCAnalysis-HUB (Figure 3).

Figure 3. MCAnalysis-HUB – Selection of module GUI.
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6. Module “Generate Batch Data”
Module “Generate Batch Data” (Figure 4) is responsible for generating batch data from process
simulation under process uncertainties.

Figure 4. Module “Generate Batch Data” GUI.

This module requires the following inputs from the user:

· HYSYS Simulation File: File containing the process simulation in software Aspen
HYSYS. This file has an “.hsc” extension and contains the target process simulation for
executing automatized Monte Carlo analysis under uncertainties.

· XML Configuration Parameters File: XML file containing the configuration parameters
for the uncertainties in process inputs and how they are connected to the process
simulation. The content of this XML file and how to configure it is detailed in Sec. 6.1.

· XML Read Library File: XML file containing the relevant attributes to be extracted from
the process simulation and stored for Monte Carlo analysis. It is important to consider
that attributes relevant for process design and for environmental and economic
assessments shall be included in this file. The content of this XML file and how to
configure it are detailed in Sec. 6.2.

· Path to Save Output XML file: Path to save the Output XML file containing the results
from the process simulation considering uncertainties in process inputs. This file lists all
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the output variables from the process simulation necessary for the subsequent Monte
Carlo Analysis (process design, environmental and economic assessments). The content
of this XML file is detailed in Sec. 6.3.

· Path to Save Histograms files: Path to save the histograms of input variables in
MATLAB format. Such histograms are detailed in Sec. 6.4

· Number of Simulation runs: Amount of process simulations runs to be considered for
the Monte Carlo analysis. This number corresponds to the amount of independent
pseudo-random number shall be generated to each process input variable influenced by
uncertainties.

6.1. XML Configuration Parameters File
The Configuration XML file is structured to provide process uncertainties (input variables) and
how they relate to process simulation objects. The input variables are defined as below:

· Monte Carlo: Stochastic process uncertainties variables targeted for Monte Carlo
analysis. These variables are random, independent from each other and follow a
probabilistic distribution function (PDF):

o Direct: These variables correspond to editable attributes of simulation objects,
which can be written directly in the simulation;

o Indirect: These variables do not correspond to editable attributes of simulation
objects and shall be written in the simulation through auxiliary variables, which
can be written directly in the simulation;

· Expression: These variables correspond to editable attributes of simulation objects.
However, they are not carrying any process uncertainties themselves. They are
influenced by Monte Carlo variables, and they can either be influenced by one or multiple
Monte Carlo Direct and Indirect variables, or they can be used as auxiliary variables to
input Monte Carlo Indirect variables in the simulation.

This version (v1.0.0) supports only input variables following Normal PDFs. Therefore, the
structures of the XML node described in this section consider parameters applicable for defining
Normal PDFs.

The node structure of the Configuration XML file depends on the type of input variable and the
XML starts with the main node <Variables>, which is composed by the nodes <Variable>,
corresponding to each input variable of the Monte Carlo Analysis.

Numeric values must always use decimal separators as defined in the language settings
of the computer executing MCAnalysis-HUB.
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Monte Carlo Direct Variables:

The node structure for Monte Carlo Direct variables is shown in Figure 5 and an example of the
node <Variable> of the XML file is depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Node structure of XML Configuration Parameters for Monte Carlo Direct Variables.

Figure 6. Example of node <Variable> of XML Configuration Parameters for Monte Carlo Direct
Variables.
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The values to be filled in for each node are described below:

· Variable_Name: Name of the variable defined by the user;
· Variable_Type: Defines which type of variable. The value “Monte_Carlo_Direct” shall be

selected;
· Attribute: Collection of information relevant to the mapping of the attribute of the process

simulation:
o Attribute_Name: Name of the attribute to be written in the simulation as defined

by the process simulator API (application programming interface);
o Attribute_Type: Type of the attribute as defined by the process simulator API.

The most relevant types are:
§ “RealVariable”: The attribute contains a value and a unit of measurement

(when applicable);
§ “RealFlexVariable”: The attribute contains an array of values and a unit of

measurement (when applicable);
o Attribute_Index: Applicable only to attributes type “RealFlexVariable” to indicate

the position of the variable in the array (integer number, starting from 0). For
attributes type “RealVariable”, this field shall be filled in with the value “NA”.

o Attribute_Unit: Unit of the attribute as string defined by the process simulator
API;

· MinimumCondition: Collection of information relevant to the minimum conditions of the
distribution and is an optional node for information. This node is not processed by
McAnalysis-HUB:

o MinimumCondition_Value: Minimum value that the variable can achieve;
o MinimumCondition_Unit: Unit of the minimum value that the variable can

achieve;
· MaximumCondition: Collection of information relevant to the maximum conditions of the

distribution and is an optional node for information. This node is not processed by
McAnalysis-HUB:

o MaximumCondition_Value: Maximum value that the variable can achieve;
o MaximumCondition_Unit: Unit of the maximum value that the variable can

achieve;
· Distribution: Collection of the information relevant to the distribution of the variable:

o Distribution_Type: Type of the distribution. The value “Normal” shall be used,
since this is the only distribution currently available;

o Distribution_Mean: Value of the mean µ of the Normal distribution;
o Distribution_SD: Value of the standard deviation σ of the Normal distribution;
o Distribution_Unit: Unit of both µ and σ of the Normal distribution as string

defined by the process simulator API;
· Object: Collection of the information relevant to the mapping of the object of the process

simulation:
o Object_Name: Name of the object containing the attribute to be written in the

simulation as defined in the process simulation;
o Object_Class: Class of the object as defined by the process simulator API;
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Monte Carlo Indirect Variables:

The node structure for Monte Carlo Indirect variables is shown in Figure 7 and an example of
the node <Variable> the XML file in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Node structure of XML Configuration Parameters for Monte Carlo Indirect Variables.

Figure 8. Example of node <Variable> of XML Configuration Parameters for Monte Carlo
Indirect Variables.

Monte Carlo Indirect variables contain the same nodes as Monte Carlo Direct variables, except
for the nodes to map attribute and object in the process simulation.

The value “Monte_Carlo_Indirect” shall be selected for the node <Variable_Type>.
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Expression Variables:

The node structure for Expression variables is shown in Figure 9 and an example of the node
<Variable> XML file in Figure 10.

Figure 9. Node structure of XML Configuration Parameters for Expression Variables.

Figure 10. Example of node <Variable> of XML Configuration Parameters for Expression
Variables.

Expression variables contain the same node structures as the Monte Carlo Direct variables to
map attribute and object in the process simulation. However, the nodes related to the distribution
are replaced by nodes to indicate which variables in the XML are correlated to the expression
variable and to calculate result of the expression variable, as listed below:
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· ImpactVariables: Collection of variables from the XML which impact the expression
variable:

o Variable_Index: Position of the impact variable in the XML (integer number,
starting from zero). Multiple nodes of variable indexes can be listed;

· Expressions: Collection of expressions to calculate the value of the expression variable:
o Expression: Collection of expression parameters. Multiple nodes of expressions

can be listed and Each expression is executed in the sequence presented in the
XML: Each expression consists of one operator and two parameters:
§ Operator: Operator to be executed between Parameter1 and Parameter2,

in this sequence. The following operators can be selected: “Sum”,
“Deduct”, “Multiply”, “Divide”;

§ Parameter1: First parameter to be executed by the expression
calculation. It can be a constant number, an impact variable, or the result
of a previous expression. To define an impact variable, the value
“Variable_X”, shall be selected. To define the result of an expression, the
value “Expression_X” shall be selected. X in an integer number, starting
with zero, corresponding to the position of the variable or of the
expression in the XML;

§ Parameter2: Second parameter to be executed by the expression
calculation. The same premises defined for Parameter1 apply.

The value “Expression” shall be selected for the node <Variable_Type>.

6.2. XML Read Library File
This XML files contains the attributes from the process simulation relevant for process design
and for environmental and economic assessments.

It is structured in the following classes of attributes:

· Process streams;
· Components of process streams;
· Energy streams;
· Operation (one structure per operation type, since the attributes are specific to operation

type).

The node structure of this XML is shown in Figure 11 and an example of the node <Collection>
XML file in Figure 12.
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Figure 11. Node structure of XML Read Library.

Figure 12. Example of node <Collection> of XML Read Library.
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The XML starts with the main node “Collections”, which is composed by the nodes “Collection”
corresponding to each collection of attributes to be extracted from the process simulation.

The values to be filled in for each node are described below:

· Collection_Name: Name of the attributes collection defined by the user;
· Collection_Class: Class of the object which the attributes shall be read from, as defined

by the process simulator API;
· SpecificFunction: Specific function to cover cases that the parameters of the collection

cannot be read through a generic reading function. The value of this node must be
written as hardcoded in McAnalysis-HUB. The following specific functions are currently
available: “ReadComponentsData” and “ReadUserVariableData”. This function is used to
read all attributes defined in the “Attributes” node.

· ExtraFeatureFunctions: Collection of functions to extract data when calculations are
needed to provide the target value, once the target value is not a direct data extracted
from the process simulation:

o ExtraFeatureFunction: Name of the function as hardcoded in MCAnalysis-HUB.
The following extra feature functions are available: “CalculateWDP” and
“CalculateHCDP”. They are used to extract Water Dew Point (WDP) and
Hydrocarbons Dew Point (HCDP) from the HYSYS simulation via property
correlation of the process stream object.

· Attributes: Collection of attributes to be extracted from the process simulation
o Attribute: Collection of information relevant to the mapping of the attribute of the

process simulation:
§ Attribute_Name: Name of the attribute to be written in the simulation as

defined by the process simulator API (application programming interface);
§ Attribute_Type: Type of the attribute as defined by the process simulator

API. The most relevant types are:
· “RealVariable”: The attribute contains a value and a unit of

measurement (when applicable);
· “RealFlexVariable”: The attribute contains an array of values and a

unit of measurement (when applicable);
· “UserVariable”: Customized attributes for objects of the simulation;

§ Attribute_Index: Applicable only to attributes type “RealFlexVariable” to
indicate the position of the variable in the array (integer number, starting
from 0). For attributes type “RealVariable”, this field shall be filled in with
the value “NA”.

§ Attribute_Unit: Unit of the attribute as string defined by the process
simulator API.

6.3. XML Output File
This XML file contains the relevant data extracted from the process simulation for process
design and for environmental and economic assessments. It is structured to organize the data
per run with uncertainties.
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This file is the input file to the Monte Carlo analysis performed by the Module “Monte Carlo
Analysis” and to the modules “Environmental Performance” and “Economic Performance”, which
also produce output XML files with the same node structured of this output XML file to be
consumed by the module “Monte Carlo Analysis”.

The node structure of this XML is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Node structure of XML Output File.

The XML starts with the main node “Runs”, which is composed by the nodes “Run”
corresponding to the output data of each run of the process simulation.

The values to be filled in for each node are described below:

· Run_Index: Index of the run;
· Collections: Collection of the nodes referring to all pertinent collections:

o Collection: Collection of properties of the collection:
§ Collection_Name: Name of the collection;
§ Objects: Collection of the nodes referring to all pertinent objects of the

collection:
· Object: Collection of object properties:

o Object_Name: Name of the object;
o Attributes: Collection of the nodes referring to all pertinent

attributes of the object:
§ Attribute_Name: Name of the attribute;
§ Attribute_Description: Description of the attribute;
§ Attribute_Type: Type of the attribute. The most

relevant types are:
· “RealVariable”: The attribute contains a

value and a unit of measurement (when
applicable);
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· “RealFlexVariable”: The attribute contains
an array of values and a unit of
measurement (when applicable);

· “UserVariable”: Attributes customized by the
user for objects of the simulation;

· “String”: The attribute contains a string
value.

6.4. MATLAB histograms files of input variables
Simple frequency histograms and PDF curves of the input variables under uncertainties with
headers informing number of samples, PDF parameters (m,s), sample average >< X  and
sample standard deviation SX are generated. Figure 14 shows an example.
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Figure 14. Example of MATLAB Histogram File Monte Carlo analysis input variables.
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7. Module “Environmental Performance”
Module “Environmental Performance” (Figure 15) is responsible assessing environmental
performance via WAR algorithm based on the process simulation output data considering
uncertainties on the process input variables.

Figure 15. Module “Environmental Performance” GUI.

This module requires the following inputs from the user:

· HYSYS Simulation File: File containing the process simulation in software Aspen
HYSYS. This file has an “.hsc” extension and contains the target process simulation for
Monte Carlo analysis.

· Path to Save XML Configuration Parameters file: Path to save the Configuration XML
file containing the configuration parameters for the WAR algorithm based on data
extracted from the process simulation. The content of this XML file is detailed in Sec.7.1.

· XML HYSYS Simulation Data File: Output XML file containing the batch results from the
process simulation considering uncertainties in process inputs.
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· Path to Save WAR XML Output file: Path to save the WAR Output XML file containing
the indicators for environmental performance assessment considering uncertainties in
process inputs. This XML file has exactly the same node structure of the XML Output file
from module “Generate Batch Data” detailed in Sec. 6.3.

7.1. XML Configuration Parameters file
This XML files contains configuration data necessary for the WAR algorithm. The node structure
is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Node structure of XML Configuration Parameters for Environmental Assessment.

The XML starts with the main node “Collections”, corresponding to collection of necessary data
for the WAR algorithm.
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The values to be filled in for each node are described below:

· Components: Collection of components present in the process simulation:
o Component:  Collection of information relevant to the component:

§ Component_CAS: CAS (Chemical Abstracts Service) number of the
component for mapping with WAR algorithm data;

§ Component_CAS: Component name as defined by the process simulator
API;

· EnergyStreams: Collection of energy streams present in the process simulation:
o EnergyStream:  Collection of information relevant to the energy stream:

§ EnergyStream_Name: Energy stream name;
§ EnergyStream_Type: Type of energy stream calculated based on the

process simulation: “Inlet” or “Outlet”.
· ProcessStreams: Collection of process streams present in the process simulation:

o EnergyStream:  Collection of information relevant to the process stream:
§ EnergyStream_Name: Process stream name;
§ EnergyStream_Type: Type of process stream calculated based on the

process simulation: “Inlet” or “Outlet”. “Outlet” streams must be classified
by the user among “Product” or “Outlet Waste”, as this information is not
extracted from the process simulation.

· ImpactCathegoryWeights: Collection node for impact factors for each potential impact
(HTPI, TTP, HTPE, ATP, GWP, OPD, PCOP and AP). The default factor is 1 to select
the same weight for all the impacts, and this setting can be changed according to the
user’s needs;

· EnergyImpactFactors: Collection node for energy factors for each potential impact for
each type of fuel (coal, gas and oil) according to data from WAR algorithm and it is not
recommended to change this setting;

· WARGuiParameters: Collection node for information relevant to the WAR algorithm
calculation:

o EnergySource: “Coal”, “Gas” or “Oil”;
o IncludeProdustsStreams: “Yes” or “No”. Define if the impacts of product

streams shall be included to calculate output potential impacts;
o IncludeEnergyImpact: “Yes” or “No”. Define if the impacts of energy generation

shall be included to calculate output potential impacts;
o NameEnergyStreamCollection: Name of the collection of energy streams as

available in the Output XML file containing the batch results from the process
simulation;

o NameProcessStreamComponentsCollection: Name of the collection of
process streams as available in the Output XML file containing the batch results
from the process simulation;

· Specifications: This node is used if any product stream shall be considered as outlet
waste if specifications are not achieved and corresponds to the collection node for
process stream specifications:
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o Specification: Collection node for information relevant process stream
specification:
§ ProcessStream_Name: Name of process stream. One stream can be

associated to multiple specifcations;
§ Attribute_Name: Name of the attribute containing the specification

according to the process simulator API;
§ MinimumCondition_Value: Specification of minimum condition. If not

applicable, “NA” shall be used;
§ MinimumCondition_Value: Specification of maximim condition. If not

applicable, “NA” shall be used.

Nodes <Components>, <EnergyStreams> and <ProcessStreams> are extracted directly from
HYSYS.

Nodes < ImpactCathegoryWeights>, <EnergyImpactFactors>, < WarGuiParameters>  and
<Specifications> must be inserted in the XML file extracted from the simulation.
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8. Module “Economic Performance”
Module “Economic Performance” is responsible assessing economic performance based on the
process simulation output data considering uncertainties on the process input variables
combined with uncertainties in economic input variables.

This chapter is under development. The GUIs available for this module are depicted in Figures
17-19.

Figure 17. Module “Economic Analysis” GUI: Select “Equipment Sizing” or “Economic
Indicators”.

Figure 18. Module “Economic Analysis” GUI “Equipment Sizing”.
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Figure 19. Module “Economic Analysis” GUI “Economic Indicators”.

8.1. Configuration XMLs
This chapter is under development.
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9. Module “Monte Carlo Analysis”
Module “Monte Carlo Analysis” (Figure 20) performs Monte Carlo analysis itself, and this single
module covers process design, environmental and economic assessments.

Figure 20. Module “Monte Carlo Analysis” GUI.

This module requires the following inputs from the user:

· XML Batch Data File: Output XML file containing the batch results from the process
simulation, environmental indicator or economic analysis.

· XML Monte Carlo Analysis Parameters File: XML file containing the configuration
parameters for output variable for Monte Carlo analysis, as well as their
minimum/maximum specifications. The content of this XML file and how to configure it
are detailed in Sec. 9.1.

· Path to Save Monte Carlo Analysis file: Path to save the histograms of output
variables of Monte Carlo analysis in MATLAB format. An output XML file containing the
results of Monte Carlo analysis output variables is also generated in addition.

9.1. XML MC Parameters
This XML file contains the attributes from the XML Output Files relevant for process design,
environmental and economic assessments via Monte Carlo analysis.

The output variables are defined as below:

· XML_Direct: This variables corresponds directly to an attribute available in the Output
File XML;
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· Expression: This variable corresponds to correlations between XML_Direct variables
and/or other Expression variables.

The node structure of the MC Parameters XML file depends on the type of output variable and
the XML starts with the main node “Variables”, which is composed by the nodes “Variable”,
corresponding to each output variable of the Monte Carlo Analysis.

XML_Direct Variables:

The node structure for XML_Direct variables is shown in Figure 21 and an example of the node
“Variable” of the XML file is depicted in Figure 22.

Figure 21. Node structure of XML MC Parameters for XML_ Direct Variables.

Figure 22. Example of node “Variable” of XML MC Parameters for XML_ Direct Variables.

The values to be filled in for each node are described below:

· Variable_Name: Name of the variable defined by the user;
· Variable_Type: Defines which type of variable. The value “XML_Direct” shall be

selected;
· Collection_Name: Name of the collection containing the object containing the attribute

of interest;
· Object_Name: Name of the object containing the attribute of interest;
· Attribute Name: Name of the attribute of interest;
· MCStatus: Defines if the variables is relavant to Monte Carlo analysis or if it shall be

extracted only for the calculation of Expression variables. The values “Relevant” or
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“Auxiliar” can be select. It is important to highlight that this node is not available for
“Expression” variables, since they shall be always relevant to Monte Carlo analysis.

· MinimumCondition_Value: Minimum value of specification;

· MaximumCondition_Value: Maximum value of specification.

Expression Variables:

The node structure for Expression variables (Figure 23) has common nodes to XML_Direct
variables (<Variable_Name>, <Variable_Type>, <MiminumCondition_Value> and
<MaximumCondition_Value>) to Expression Variables described in Sec. 6.1 XML Configuration
Parameters File (ImpactVariables and Expressions). The node “Variable_Unit” shall contain the
unit of measurement of the value resultant of the expressions.

Figure 23. Node structure of XML MC Parameters for Expression Variables.

An example of the node “Variable” of the XML file is depicted in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Example of node “Variable” of XML MC Parameters for XML_ Direct Variables.
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9.2. MATLAB histograms files of output variables
Simple and cumulative frequency histograms, with superposed with normal PDF and CDF
curves of the Monte Carlo output variables are generated. Headers inform number of samples,
percentage of samples attaining/exceeding specifications, and statistics X( X , S )< > . Figure 25
shows an example.
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Figure 25. Example of MATLAB Histogram File for Monte Carlo analysis output variables.


